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when CATE MARRIED, her MATE CARRIED her over the threshold
the BEST WAY is the WEST BAY
the DUSTY MEN lived in their MUSTY DEN
they both HAUNT TIM and TAUNT HIM
she SPIED the CROONER and CRIED ‘SPOONER’!
the CAR was STOPPED and the film STAR was COPPED
BOLD CATH had a COLD BATH
the RAIN MAN made sure that the MAIN RAN (water main)
the MARGE (margarine) LASS was a LARGE MASS!
she LOST the COT which had COST her a LOT
the horse, RED LACE, LED the RACE
he PAYS the MAN to mend MAY’S PAN
the BELL CLOCK is near the CELL BLOCK (prison)
the BEST TEAM (gymnastics) TEST the BEAM
he SAILS the TUB and TAILS the SUB.
the flying SHUTTLE COCK gave the CUTTLE fish a SHOCK
when he LOCKED the ROOM, it ROCKED the LOOM
the farmer HAULED in the MEN who had MAULED the HEN
for my LUNCH I now PINE, so there’s no PUNCH LINE